
WELCOME TO 
KALEIDOSCOPE 

PLAY AND 
LEARN! 



5 
PROTECTIVE 

FACTORS



KPL Growth Timeline monthly attendance 

Fall of 2018

Average monthly 
attendance of 18 children

2019

Ended the year with 53 
children attending 
monthly!

2020

Dropped to 24 drive-
through participants

2021

Ended year with 56 
children attending!



REMOTE 
DROP 
OFF



SPRING 2020-
TOUCHING BASE 
WITH OUR LITTLE 

ONES WITH A BOOK 
AND A SMILE!



NOT JUST 
BOOKS, BUT 
SOMETIMES 

TOMATO 
PLANTS OR 

SEEDS



SOMETIMES 
WE DID A 

CRAFT BAG 
AND A 
BOOK



DISTANCE 
CELEBRATIONS 
FOR BIRTHDAYS 
FROM BUN BUN

AND FIGGIE



PEEK VIEWING NUMBERS WERE 300+ VIEWS!



OUR FIRST SOCIAL DISTANCING GROUP



TRULY A “CIRCLE TIME”! 





5 PROTECTIVE FACTORS



January 2022 Narrative

There are so many aspects of this program that fills my heart, I just cannot say “thank you” enough.  Going to Magdalene 
Home once per week, I get to see young women when they first arrive, often at their very lowest point, and then, 
gradually, through much love, support and structure, some of these brave women blossom into productive, growing 
adults!  

I met Shelbie a few weeks ago.  Her baby, just a few days old, Shelbie was still trembling from coming off of meth.  
Scared and dazed from a whirlwind of giving birth and extended homelessness, Shelbie drank in the information I 
shared.  But even more, she wept at the love being shown her from both myself and the staff of Magdalene Home.  

Her scar-pocked face was a mirror of her wounded soul.  Slowly she shared some of the trauma that she has lived through 
and is determined to not repeat upon her children.  And yet, she has.  This program allows me a platform to show her that 
it takes more than distain for a former life to not repeat it.  It takes careful, purposeful steps through a variety of agencies
and platforms to make informed decisions to heal the wounds of the past and find a healthy, productive path to her 
future.  I pray each day, when I walk through Mag Home’s purple front door, that she will still be there.  

Still trying.  

Still hoping.  

Still seeking a better way. 



FUN 
WITH 

BABIES AT 
MAG 

HOME



FINDING A WAY TO MAKE IT WORK.
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